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As Europe’s largest specialist electrical retailing and services
company, Dixons is the only UK high street retailer of its kind
left. Their main competition is online – so they know that
personal service is their strongest asset. Knowledgeable,
enthusiastic, face-to-face advice. Shining after sales care.
A helpful voice at the end of the phone.
Dixons’ power lies in their people – and they wanted to amp
it up through recognition.
They wanted to shine a spotlight on the great work their
colleagues do everyday. But their Annual Employee Survey
had highlighted that their multiple existing recognition
schemes had a lot of room for improvement.
The fragmented approach wasn’t working. They needed a
memorable, cohesive framework that all their employees
would identify with. From their people in store to the spares
and repairs teams behind the scenes; from their Retail Support
Centre to their delivery drivers, they all needed to be motivated
in the same way. Dixons wanted something people would
actually care about. Something that would create a buzz
and quickly spread throughout the business. Something truly
electric…
So they came to Home.

Image
- Campaign identifier

They asked us to help them spark a culture of recognition,
so that recognising and rewarding great work would become
a natural, genuine, everyday part of working at Dixons.
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Electrifying conversations
This was all about Dixons’ people, so we wanted to include
them throughout – plugging into their experience, ideas and
opinions so that it really meant something to them.
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We started by holding workshops with managers and
colleagues to help us write the brief, so that people in all
divisions of the business felt connected with the campaign
before it went live. At every stage, we tested the creative
routes and framework with frontline colleagues to make sure
it rang true. Over 200 colleagues and managers contributed,
with the support of a business steering group to help shape
and refine the strategy, brand and communications.
Some managers were already recognising their people well.
We asked them to tell us how they were doing it – then
channelled their insight into the communications we were
creating, so that everyone could learn from them. For those
who were less comfortable with recognition, we armed them
with the information and tools they needed to feel confident
recognising their colleagues’ achievements.

Images left to right
- Line Managers’ ‘Electric Box’
- Line Managers’ ‘You’re Electric’ guide
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Dear Kerry

Yesterday you were ACE!
You are an excellent team player, always making sure that
everyone is included has a role to play but at the same time
ensuring that the job is done to an exceptionally high standard.
Thanks for a job well done. You are exactly the sort of person
that ‘You’re Electric’ the Dixons Recognition scheme, has been
set up to celebrate.
Thank you from Dixons Retail and from
Ben, your line manager

Switching on the electric
These conversations told us that if recognition was going
to become a part of Dixons’ everyday culture, it had to
become more natural and genuine.
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We created a new brand, You’re Electric, to encompass all
Dixons’ recognition activities. It’s underpinned by four Electric
Principles – the behaviours that show how Dixons does
business best.
The recognition framework now has three-tier structure,
to recognise the Electric Principles in action:
1. Peer-to-peer: colleagues thanking colleagues needed tools
to make it quick, easy and fun.
2. Manager and customer nominated awards: enables
managers to allocate points to people for their performance
(exchangeable for reward vouchers).
3. Quarterly and annual awards: formal awards for truly
outstanding examples of the Electric Principles in action.

Images left to right
- Line Managers’ ‘Electric Email’ generator
- Bespoke Electric Email
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Electrifying visuals
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At Home, we believe that internal campaigns should be every
bit as creative and clever as your external advertising. With
You’re Electric, we wanted to create something that shined
bright with an infectious energy. So we commissioned an
illustrator to create the letters in all their 3D glory – you can
almost hear them buzzing. The brand is lively, exciting and
inherently Dixons, fundamentally wired in to who they are
and what they do.

Electrifying results
Within the first three days, 4,000 people – almost a quarter of
Dixons’ UK workforce – had voluntarily signed up. We used a
mixture of online and offline materials throughout the campaign
to reach a range of both desk and shop floor based colleagues.
As of 31st January 13,324 colleagues have registered on You’re
Electric and 25,182 nomination Thank You’s have been made.
The first five months have had a real impact, and Dixons’ people
are still glowing with the recognition.

Images left to right
- Recognition badges - rewarding really
great behaviour
- Thank you postcards - rewarding great behaviour
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